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Introduction
Yves R. Hamel et Associés Inc. was retained by Delmanor West Oak Inc. to evaluate the possible
radiofrequency impact related to a planned seniors’ housing project development at the intersection of
Dundas St W and Fourth Line in the Town of Oakville ON, just east of the St. Volodymyr's Cultural Centre.
Such evaluation was requested by the Town of Oakville given the close proximity of the project with the
transmission site of two commercial AM broadcast stations.
The first objective of this study is to validate that the location is safe for both the future residents and the
workers during the construction. For such analysis, we will verify that the radiofrequency (RF) levels are
within the prescribed limits of the Safety Code 6[1], a guideline produced by Health Canada that specifies
the maximum levels of human exposure to RF energy at frequencies between 3 kHz and 300 GHz.
The second objective is to verify the possible impact that the proposed buildings could have on the
operation of both commercial AM broadcast stations. While the goal is not to evaluate with precision such
impact, we will discuss the basic concepts of re-radiation and the possible distortion to the stations’
operation and coverage, as well as the potential solutions if such distortion would be outside the licensed
values.
Finally, this study reviews the technical literature to identify nuisance factors that might arise for residents
of the retirement community, considering their proximity with the transmission site. This section will pay
special attention to electric and electronic equipment typically found in seniors’ residences, as well as
potential mitigation measures.

Project Description
The proposed development is located just east of the St. Volodymyr's Cultural Centre located at 1280
Dundas St. W, Oakville, ON and across the street from the AM transmitter site. The development
portrayed below and shown on figure 2 and 3 relative to the antenna arrays, will consist of a senior’s
retirement community including an 8 storey building (30.5 m in height) and 27 independent living units
(1.5 storey/ 6 m high).

Figure 1 - Proposed development overview
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Broadcast Station Description
A review of the ISED (Innovation Science and Economic Development Canada) broadcast database,
indicates that 2 AM (Amplitude Modulation) stations, CJYE-AM and CJMR-AM, are operating from the
coordinates 43˚27’29” N - 79˚45’16” W. The reference coordinates of these stations are less than 200 m
from the proposed construction project, just across Dundas Street.

CJYE-AM
CJYE-AM is a Canadian Class B AM station operating on 1250 kHz with a power of 10,000 Watts for both
Day and Night operation. The antenna system consists of 4 towers, 60 m high, producing a directional
pattern, identical for both Day and Night operation, with its major lobe in an azimuth of 24.3°.
Tower No.

Field Ratio

1
2
3
4

1.000
0.703
0.594
1.052

Phase
(deg)
0.00
-61.90
33.30
109.40

Spacing
(deg)
0.00
144.00
169.81
90.00

Orientation
(deg)
0.00
319.99
288.00
230.00

Electrical Height
(deg)
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00

Table 1 - CJYE-AM Operating parameters

Figure 2 - CJYE-AM position

Using the above information, we can determine that the new development is located at a distance of
approximately 150 m to 375 m from the reference tower number 1 in an azimuth between 80° and 130°.
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Using the standard non-attenuated field at 1 km of 770 mV/m at 80° and 522 mV/m at 130° along with a
ground conductivity of 5 mS/m for this region, we evaluate the RF signal at the project main building will
be in the range of 2 V/m to 4 V/m. It should be noted that our evaluation is based on the far field
calculation and because the site uses a multiple-tower array, at least parts of the development will be
situated in the transition zone between the near-field and the far-field of the array, making it challenging
to accurately predict field intensities using the stations’ radiation pattern.

CJMR-AM
CJMR-AM is a Canadian Class B AM station operating on 1320 kHz with a power of 10,000 Watts for both
Day and Night operation. The antenna system consists of 6 towers, 60 m high, producing a directional
pattern, identical for both Day and Night operation, with its major lobe in an azimuth of 26.1°.
Tower No.

Field Ratio

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.270
1.000
1.040
1.100
0.230
0.800

Phase
(deg)
-76.40
0.00
-81.00
24.30
-57.10
91.04

Spacing
(deg)
74.62
0.00
152.06
176.32
338.90
95.04

Orientation
(deg)
41.08
0.00
319.99
287.99
308.92
230.00

Electrical Height
(deg)
95.00
95.00
95.00
95.00
95.00
95.00

Table 2 - CJMR-AM Operating parameters

Figure 3 - CJMR-AM Position
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Using the above information, we can determine that the new development is located at a distance of
approximately 150 m to 375 m from the reference tower number 2 in an azimuth between 80° and 130°.
Using the standard non-attenuated field at 1 km of 533 mV/m at 80° and 269 mV/m at 130° along with a
ground conductivity of 5 mS/m for this region, we evaluate the RF signal at the project main building will
be in the range of 1 V/m to 3 V/m. It should be noted that our evaluation is based on the far field
calculation and because the site uses a multiple-tower array, at least parts of the development will be
situated in the transition zone between the near-field and the far-field of the array, making it challenging
to accurately predict field intensities using the stations’ radiation pattern.

Additional Information
Multiple-tower AM station antenna arrays are used to produce directional radiation patterns, providing a
good coverage in the target market area, as well as protecting other stations, most often located in the
USA, using the same frequencies or adjacent frequencies. The shape of the directional radiation pattern
for each station can be found in Appendix 1.

Safety Code 6
Health Canada publishes a document called “Safety Code 6” where the limits of human exposure to RF
energy are detailed, for frequencies between 3 kHz and 300 GHz. The exposure limits specified in Safety
Code 6 have been established based on a thorough evaluation of scientific literature related to thermal
and non-thermal effects of RF fields, using a weight-of-evidence approach. The limits in Safety Code 6 are
based on the lowest exposure levels at which any scientifically established adverse health effect occur.
Furthermore, safety margins are incorporated into these exposure limits to ensure that even the worstcase exposure remains far below the established thresholds. Finally, the scientific approach used to
establish the exposure limits in Safety Code 6 is comparable to that employed by other science-based
international bodies such as the World Health Organisation (WHO) and the International Commission for
Non Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP).
Safety Code 6 limits are set for two types of environments: Controlled Environments and Uncontrolled
Environments. These two types of environments are defined as follows:
Controlled Environment: An area where the RF field intensities have been adequately
characterized by means of measurements or calculations and exposure is incurred by persons
who are: aware of the potential for RF field exposure, cognizant of the intensity of the RF fields
in their environment, aware of the potential health risks associated with RF field exposure and
able to control their risk using mitigation strategies.
Uncontrolled Environment: An area where any of the criteria defining the controlled
environment are not met.
For this analysis we will use the Uncontrolled Environment standard for all normally accessible areas such
as ground or buildings around the site.
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The standard used in this report is based on the most recent Safety Code 6 2015 recommendations.

Figure 4 – Safety Code 6 electric and magnetic field limits for the frequencies in use

General Public Safety
Two collocated AM stations are operating in the vicinity of the proposed development. These stations
operate using an array of 4 and 6 towers. The table below summarizes key characteristics of these two
stations.
Station
CJYE-AM
CJMR-AM

Frequency
1250 kHz
1320 kHz

Wavelength
239.8 m
227.1 m

Power
10 000 W
10 000 W

Number of towers
4
6

Electrical height
90°
95°

Table 3 - Main characteristics of the AM stations used in Safety Code 6 analysis

The frequencies of operation fall under the purview of Safety Code 6 in two different ways: in the first
place, Safety Code 6 sets limits on the intensity of electromagnetic fields in areas accessible to the general
public (Uncontrolled Environment). Field intensity is measured in V/m for the electric field and A/m for
the magnetic field. However, since the operating frequencies are situated below 10 MHz, Safety Code 6
limits are designed to limit two different effects: dielectric heating as well as nerve stimulation. The field
limits for these two effects are specified using different basic restrictions and result in different limit
values. Since both effects need to be controlled, the stricter of the two restrictions should apply.
Second, Safety Code 6 sets limits on induced and contact currents that may be generated by these
frequencies. Induced currents are a measure of electrical current that may be induced in the body of a
person simply by being in the vicinity of such an installation. Contact currents are currents that will be
induced in other objects, such as fences, vehicles and other conductive objects like ducts and conduits,
and then travel through the body of a person when they come in contact with that object. The limits on
currents through the body, both induced and contact, are specified in terms of mA.
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The Safety Code 6 limits for the operating frequencies are:
Electric Field

83 V/m (heating)
75.7 V/m (nerve stimulation)
90 A/m (heating)
0.584 A/m (nerve stimulation)
40 mA
20 mA

Magnetic Field
Induced Currents
Contact Currents

Table 4 - Safety Code 6 limit values for the frequencies of the AM stations Evaluation of Field Intensity

It is possible to predict the intensity of the electric and the magnetic field in the near-field of a tower array
using existing reference plots (FCC OET bulletin 65.a)[2]. These curves are based on a single tower
1 kW transmit power and exist for various electric tower heights. They can be adapted for other transmit
powers. For multiple-tower arrays, a worst-case estimate has been adopted by assuming that the total
power is present in each tower. In our case this could be achieved by evaluating the distance to the limit
values for 20 kW (compounding the effect of both stations) and comparing that to the distance between
the proposed development and the nearest tower of the array.
The figure below can be used to estimate the distance to electric and magnetic field intensity limit values.

Figure 5 - Curves for evaluating field intensities near AM towers (from FCC OET 95.a)

It is important to bear in mind that these curves are valid for a 1 kW transmitter power, and we have
adjusted these to account for 20 kW (worst case estimate). We used these graphs to estimate worst case
distances to levels corresponding to 100%, 50% and 25% of the limit specified by Safety Code 6. The
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following table shows the corrected safety distances for all three of those limits, for both electric and
magnetic fields.

Electric Field
Magnetic Field

Limit Value
based on
SC6
75.7 V/m
0.584 A/m

Distance to limit
@ 1 kW

Distance to limit
@ 20 kW

Distance to 50%
of limit @ 20 kW

Distance to 25%
of limit @ 20 kW

1.2 m
1.5 m

5.3 m
6.7 m

8.9 m
9.8 m

15.6 m
24.2 m

Table 5 - Worst case distances from a tower to Safety Code 6 limit values

According to this worst-case estimate, the safety distance around any of the towers will not exceed 10 m,
which is approximately one order of magnitude lower than the distance to the closest point of the
proposed development.
Considering that this is an absolute worst-case estimate, supposing all power radiated from the nearest
tower, we can be confident in stating that the terrain of the proposed development will comply with
Safety Code 6 limits for electric and magnetic field intensities, at ground level.
We should note that these graphs do not allow for computing at heights other than up to 2 m above
ground. However, based on the available safety margin, it is unlikely the levels will reach or exceed the
Safety Code 6 limits at greater heights above ground.
Evaluation of Contact and Induced Currents
Induced and contact currents cannot be precisely predicted as their levels depend on many variables.
However, it is known that induced current levels exceeding Safety Code 6 limits may exist in situations
where field intensities are as low as 25% of the limit. Based on the results obtained in the previous section,
it is unlikely that induced currents exceeding the Safety Code 6 limits will exist at the site of the proposed
development.
As a general statement, contact currents are typically not an issue when considering relatively small
conductive objects such as cars or fences. In the case of a large multi-storey building, it is possible that
there will be conductive elements of a greater length, such as ventilation, plumbing or electrical conduits.
When these elements have lengths approaching a significant fraction of the wavelength (15 to 20 m in
this case), the effects of induced charges may become more pronounced, however, the appearance of
these effects cannot be predicted with precision, although, as noted above, they are of low likelihood of
occurrence.

Worker Safety During Construction
The main concern for worker safety is in the electromagnetic interference caused by currents induced in
cranes, ladders, boom trucks, hoists and other conductive equipment with considerable vertical
dimension. However, cranes are usually the main source of concern, simply due to their size.
There have been some reported cases where interference results in injuries to workers and damage to
equipment. The induced currents can result in intense electrical shock that can either injure workers
directly or result in mishandling of equipment, resulting in injury.
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Damage to equipment can be caused by arcing resulting in fires as well as interference with crane
controllers, rendering them inoperable or inducing erratic behaviors, causing damages to equipment or
injuries to workers or both.
The extent and intensity of these effects cannot be predicted with precision, as they have been shown to
depend on multiple variables, including atmospheric conditions, the size of equipment relative to the
operating wavelengths, position and orientation of the equipment in the electromagnetic field and so on.
Worker protection can be achieved, at the minimum, by implementing the use of appropriate safety gear,
such as insulated gloves and boots [3]. The use of non-conductive nylon or Kevlar slings and cables when
possible and the use of insulated links to prevent the crane cable and structure forming a loop antenna is
suggested, as well as the use of non-conductive or insulated tag lines. The use of short grounding cables
to connect a conductive material lifted load to the grounded conductive structure before handling it with
bare hands can be used on large metallic components and structure.
Attention must also be paid to the crane operation. The crane structure should be well grounded using
cables and grounding electrodes shunting the crane foundation.
In conclusion, worker safety for most workers involved with crane related work, will require the use of
personal protective equipment to lessen the currents due to charges induced in the body. Overall, worker
safety can generally be addressed through the measures discussed above.

Nuisance Factors
As indicated earlier, the senior’s housing development is planned in close proximity to the co-located AM
stations and although the RF impacts are estimated to be well below the Safety Code 6 dictated limits, the
proposed development will be in an environment experiencing a fairly high degree of electromagnetic
field exposure, especially when considering the combined fields of both stations, and accordingly, a
degree of caution should be exercised under these circumstances.
Substantial research has been conducted in the last few decades, with the deployment of a multitude of
new wireless technologies and networks, to determine if the increased RF electromagnetic fields in the
environment could have any impact on the general public health. Recent research has focused on studying
the impact of mobile wireless technologies, as well as the impact of 50 or 60 Hz fields and some other low
frequency technologies used in metal detectors or RFID systems. Some studies indicate that due to their
long wavelength, the lower frequencies used in AM stations would have a reduced risk of impact on bodyworn or implanted medical devices compared to some higher mobile wireless systems frequencies.
The cellular phones and LMR (Land Mobile Radio) portable or mobile units can be operated at very short
distances (less than 1 m) from body-worn medical devices and especially for LMR, due to their higher
transmitter power and operating frequencies, can represent a higher risk of interference. This explains
partly why many incidents potentially involving portable radio and cellphones are reported and why
multiple research related to these Ultra High Frequency (UHF) bands are still ongoing. However, the
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possibility that the Medium Frequencies (MF) used by the AM stations would interact with body worn
medical devices is remote.
The general scientific consensus is that there is no evidence that these non-ionizing radiations have any
impact on the public health, other than the thermal effect on the human body when placed, for a sufficient
period of time, under an excessive electromagnetic field. In Canada, Safety Code 6 is covering this aspect
and defines some electric and magnetic field limits ensuring the protection of the public and the workers
who work in these RF environments.
However, the significant electric fields which are present within proximity of the high-power AM stations,
even if not impacting public health, can cause some adverse effects on electrical and electronic
equipment, at much lower intensity than what would impact human beings. As the proposed
development will likely be experiencing electric fields of the same magnitude as the BPR-2[4] and
EMCAB-2[5] specified thresholds of 1.83 V/m and 3.16 V/m, some building systems controls might be
impacted as well as the electronic equipment used by the occupant. However, manufacturers of modern
electronic equipment and appliances are typically designing their devices to have better electromagnetic
compatibility than the minimum recommended in the manufacturing guidelines, which minimize the risk
of occurrence.
In the case of the building systems which could be affected, one of the most common issue reported is
related to public address and audio distribution systems, which may not be applicable to this project, as
well as radio and television receivers. Under some circumstances, often related to long connecting wires
or AC supply circuits, a sufficient RF current is induced in these conductors acting as an antenna and the
AM station RF signal is demodulated by the connected device, as TV set, audio amplifier or others, which
result in hearing the AM station transmitted audio through that device. It is typically possible to filter out
the induction in the broadcast receivers and audio systems using ferrite cores or other filtering
methodology customized to a specific case.
Similar phenomenon has been reported from loose or oxidized electrical connections. The larger and taller
buildings have a higher risk of such behavior, since these buildings have longer metallic structural
components for ventilation, electricity distribution and cabling, which represents a larger fraction of the
AM station signal wavelength.
In the process of licensing a new AM station, the applicable Broadcasting Procedures and Rules (BPR-2)
identifies some limitations on the number of people living within some defined high field contours when
the station is deployed. However, there is no guideline about the limitations of the number of homes or
buildings being added later within these high field contours. For instance, there have been new
developments north of Dundas Street, within proximity of these AM stations over the last 10 years,
following the construction of the Sixteen Mile Sport Complex.

Impact on the Operation of CJYE-AM and CJMR-AM
The proximity of any conducting structure near an AM radio station antenna array could cause a distortion
of the AM station’s authorized radiation pattern, a phenomenon often referred to as “secondary radiation
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from a nearby conducting structure”. This phenomenon is relatively well known for isolated and simple
shape structures such as telecommunication towers, but it is more complex for large buildings.
Secondary radiation caused by a conducting structure located near an AM station is fairly complex, but in
a simplified way, it could be described as a re-radiation in all directions of the signal received from the
transmitting AM station. The electric field near a high-power AM station is very important, reaching values
in excess of 5 V/m at distances up to 1 km (in the range of 4 V/m in the case of this development at,
around 200 m distance). Such electric field intensities can induce a significant electric current in any
metallic or other conducting material through which the radio frequency current passes, especially when
the dimension of the metallic object represents a significant fraction of the wavelength inducing the
current flow.
The induced current flowing in the conductive object generates a new electric field around the object,
with a phase and amplitude that will vary depending on the distance separating the object from the AM
station and the physical characteristics of the object. This induced current flowing in the structure will
radiate exactly as if the structure was driven directly by the same transmitter as the AM directional
antenna array, however, the radiated or re-radiated field from this object is governed by properties not
under the direct control of the station licensee but rather by the physical properties of the structure itself.
Any new electric field is added to the one radiated directly from the AM transmitting station in some
azimuths and subtracted in others, depending on the phase relationship between these two signals. The
resulting radiation will therefore be an augmentation or a reduction of the original electric field level, as
the case may be.
Most AM stations must use a directional pattern in order to adequately serve their target market and
protect neighboring stations using the same frequency or an adjacent channel. According to an
International Agreement between the US and Canada[6], operating stations and recognized allocations
using co-channel and 1st, 2nd and 3rd adjacent frequencies must be protected to pre-established
interference limits. These directional antenna systems are usually relatively complex. The careful selection
of the relative position of each element and the signal power and phasing supplied to each element
produces the required radiation pattern adapted to the situation. Design constraints are further
complicated by consideration of the propagation conditions that are very different between the daytime
and night-time. The majority of AM stations are indeed subject to certain pattern radiation constraints for
emissions between sunrise and sunset and other constraints, often more restrictive for emissions
between sunset and sunrise. By day, the propagation of these medium wavelength frequency waves is
based on ground wave propagation, while during the night, the phenomenon of the reflected waves (skywave propagation) is added for distances larger than approximately 400 km, due to reflections on
ionosphere. In general, while AM stations have to adapt their radiation pattern to protect nearby stations
within a radius of 500 km or more during the day, this protection distance can and does reach several
thousand kilometers during the night.
The integrity of these radiation patterns must be preserved to maintain adequate protection for other
stations operating on the same channel or adjacent channels, hence the importance of verifying the
potential of secondary radiation from conducting structures built near AM stations.
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As described in the previous section, both CJYE-AM and CJMR-AM stations are using directional patterns
with their maximum oriented towards approximately 25° and both have deep nulls compared to their
maximum values as presented in the following table.
Station

Azimuth (deg)
24.3
100.7
181.8
262.1
26.1
98.6
162.5
236.4
276.9

CJYE-AM

CJMR-AM

Standard non attenuated field @ 1 km
Emin (mV/m)
Emax (mV/m)
2024.7
384.6
108.3
38.1
2324.8
94.2
52.1
159.4
82.4

Table 6 - Station pattern maximums and nulls

A potential re-radiating structure positioned in the direction of a null of an AM radiation pattern will have
a very low or possibly no influence in terms of pattern deformation. On the other hand, if the structure
positioning is in the main lobe of an AM radiation pattern, it could have a significant impact on the
resulting pattern, which may cause the radiation to exceed the maximum allowed by the so-called
standard pattern. Since the energy re-emitted by this structure will have an omnidirectional pattern
characteristic, exceeding the maximum allowable values occur initially in the null azimuths of the AM
station pattern, whose objective is to protect neighboring co-channel and adjacent channels stations
against excessive interference. As a result of this increased interference, there could be an adverse effect
to listeners of that neighboring station located at the limits of the service area of the affected station. Reradiation problems in these cases can lead to compliance issues with respect to the station's licence
requirements.
In case of excessive pattern deformation, it is occasionally possible to slightly modify the station’s
operating parameters to restore the proper protection to a neighboring station, however, this approach
is not always possible, especially when protection needs to be restored to multiple stations. In some cases,
it may be possible to file for augmented parameters to address the issue, provided no interference is
caused to another station.

Proposed Buildings
Since the seniors independent living units are only 6 m high (1.5 storey), they do not represent a threat to
either station, their height being very small compared to the operating wavelength of both CJYE-AM (1250
kHz: wavelength of 240 m) and CJMR-AM (1320 kHz: wavelength of 227 m). The proposed 8 storey seniors
building would be 30.5 m high which would be close to 1/8 of the wavelength of the AM stations and
potentially introduces a risk of impact on the stations’ radiation patterns.
As shown on the following figure 6, it is important to stress the fact that tall buildings in the range of 15
to 20 storeys, have been erected within one kilometer of an AM station in the suburb of Toronto. The
CFRB-AM station is transmitting with a power of 50 kW from their transmitter site located at 2226 Royal
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Windsor Drive, in the Clarkson neighborhood in Mississauga. Our evaluation indicates that the electric
field values at these building locations in Toronto would be approximately of the same or greater
magnitude than the electric field values for this present project.

Figure 6 – North view from the CFRB-AM reference tower

There has been significant urban development in close proximity to the CFRB-AM station since it began
operation at that location in 1948. The construction of these larger buildings may have had a slight impact
on the station radiation pattern, but not to an extent that could not be addressed, as the station has
maintained its transmitter operating parameters. We have no indication that any significant issue was
reported in these buildings located near the CFRB-AM station, either with the building’s control systems
or the tenant’s electronic devices. We have no reason to believe that it would be much different for the
Delmanor West Oak development and the CJYE-AM and CJMR-AM stations.
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Summary
Even if the buildings in the proposed development are subjected to significant electromagnetic fields,
there is no indication that it would get close to the limits imposed by the Health Canada Safety Code 6
standard applicable to human exposure. Although unlikely, it is possible that the actual field intensities in
different parts of the building may cause issues with some electronic devices or audio systems. In such
cases, certain measures can be taken to mitigate the impact of such interference (e.g., shielding electrical
cables).
Worker safety during construction will need to be addressed at the level of personal protective gear for
workers to protect them from induced body currents as well as at the level of equipment, especially cranes
and boom trucks, to protect the equipment and the workers nearby from electric discharges. Every worker
on site should be briefed on the RF field present in the project environment, and they should be informed
of the applicable safety procedures, especially when involved in load lifting and crane operation.
From the perspective of the AM stations operation, the construction of the 8 storey main building of the
seniors housing project may possibly have an impact on the radiation pattern of each station. Given the
complexity of the structural and all conducting elements of this type of building, it is impossible to predict
in advance with precision the level of changes to the patterns that the building may introduce and if the
modified pattern would cause excessive interference to the neighboring stations it needs to protect.
In case of impact on the radiation patterns, certain mitigation techniques can be adopted to resolve the
issue and some preventive measures can be used to minimize the risk. For instance, the structure of the
building will be reinforced concrete, which reduces the level of induced current in the reinforcing steel
compared to a steel beam structure, since it is encased in concrete.
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Appendix 1 – Station information
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CJYE-AM Horizontal non attenuated pattern at 1km
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CJYE-AM Contour map (extract from CRTC file 2014-0932-6)

CJMR-AM Contour map (extract from CRTC file 2014-0934-2)
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